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Malpractice insurance safeguards practitioners from allegations during aesthetic treatments.







Beauty
Protect professionals in the beauty and aesthetics industry.







Working from home
Our home insurance will keep you protected, even if you run your clinic or aesthetic practice from home.







Commerical
Whether you are running a small, independent business or a large corporation, having the right insurance cover is essential.






Looking for a new career? Get in touch
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Hamilton Fraser: Official insurance partner at AM Live Business Seminars 2024

Proud official insurance partner at AM Live Business Seminars 2024.
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Exploring the pros and cons of transitioning from the NHS to a career in aesthetics

Read the benefits and challenges for NHS staff moving to aesthetics.
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Safeguarding women undergoing intimate health procedures in aesthetic clinics

Emphasising the importance of safeguarding in aesthetic treatments.
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Hamilton Fraser annual survey reveals insights into aesthetic industry trends 

Read more on insights into the aesthetics industry.
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Insurance risks of aesthetic treatments for menopause: Insights and solutions

Menopause-related aesthetic treatments and insurance.
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Emerging aesthetic trends and technologies in 2024

Explore cutting-edge aesthetic trends and technologies shaping 2024.
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Hamilton Fraser’s 2023 wrap up from Founder and CEO, Eddie Hooker 

Award wins, strong partnerships, and innovative growth.
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ABC 2023 special: in conversation with Dr Priyanka Chadha

All you need to know about training in aesthetic medicine
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Making the transition from the NHS to aesthetic practice

Tips on transitioning to aesthetic practice from the NHS
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SIAB and Hamilton Fraser partnership - Hamilton Fraser

Transformative partnership sets a new industry standard.
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‘Best Specialist Insurance Provider’ at the Insurance Choice Awards 2023

Hamilton Fraser wins ‘Best Specialist Insurance Provider’.
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ABC 2023 special: in conversation with Dr Harry Singh

Dr Singh led the session on ‘the 8 As of the patient journey’ 
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ABC 2023 special: in conversation with Dr Manav Bawa

We caught up with Dr Manav Bawa at this year's ABC 2023
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ABC 2023 special: in conversation with Professor David Sines

We caught up with Professor David Sines behind the scenes at ABC 2023.
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Treating menopausal patients: menopause, mood and the mirror

Exploring the less discussed side effects of menopause
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ABC 2023 podcast special: top tips from the experts

Listen and watch the ABC 2023 interview highlights here. 
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ADHD in aesthetics: guidance for practitioners treating patients with ADHD

Consider ways to increase your awareness of ADHD in aesthetics.
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Aesthetics Business Conference 2023, podcast special

A wrap up of our Aesthetics Business Conference 2023
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Psychology and licensing of non-surgical cosmetic procedures 
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Aesthetic Business Conference 2023 - Hamilton Fraser

The UK’s first business conference for aesthetic entrepreneurs. 
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The Health & Care Act 2022 - Hamilton Fraser

Aesthetic Practitioner Licensing: What's changing and how to prepare
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How to become an aesthetic practitioner - Hamilton Fraser

What opportunities does a career in aesthetics offer? 
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Aesthetics 2022 highlights & 2023 preview - Hamilton Fraser

In this episode of Aesthetics Unlocked we wrap up 2022.
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Aesthetics Events and Industry Insights with Shannon Kilgariff - Hamilton Fraser

Aesthetics Unlocked podcast – Shannon Kilgariff
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Inside the BACN & the benefits of membership with Gareth Lewis - Hamilton Fraser

Discover BACN & membership benefits with special guest Gareth Lewis.
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From general nurse to aesthetics with Natalie Haswell - Hamilton Fraser

Learn from Natalie Haswell's successful transition.
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 Skin deep with Lorna Bowes - Hamilton Fraser

Explore aesthetic trends with the CEO of AestheticSource.
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Mental health: Safeguarding & fitness to practice - Hamilton Fraser

Read how to prioritise mental health in aesthetics with safeguarding.
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The paperless practitioner with Natalie Dryden - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to how this management tool can help your healthcare practice.
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Aesthetics insurance 2021 claims trends and what to expect for 2022 - Hamilton Fraser

Read about the rise in aesthetic claims and tips to protect you.
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Women in dentistry with Dr. Manrina Rhode - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to insights on cosmetic dentistry.
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Data protection in aesthetics: Secure business assets - Hamilton Fraser

Learn about safeguarding patient information and best practices.
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Industry secrets & 2022 plans with Shelly Hemmings - Hamilton Fraser

Listen for industry secrets and 2022 plans.
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Guide to first time tax returns for self employed aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser

Read vital tax advice for new self-employers in the cosmetic industry.
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Treating patients in the era of reality TV - Hamilton Fraser

Reality TV drives demand for cosmetic surgery among young people.
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How to get the most out of your medical aesthetic equipment - Hamilton Fraser

Read our tips for safety, longevity and efficacy. 
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Embracing veganism and sustainability in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser

Read veganism's role in sustainable aesthetics and industry's future.
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Managing patient expectations - Hamilton Fraser

Read how to master managing patient expectations.
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Value not vanity with Sarah Whitehead - Hamilton Fraser

Exploring benefits of ART & medical micropigmentation in aesthetics.
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7 reasons why you need cosmetic insurance - Hamilton Fraser

Read why insurance is crucial for aesthetic practitioners.
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Can aesthetic practitioners be self-employed whilst employed by the NHS? - Hamilton Fraser

Read the tax implications & tips for self-employed practitioners.
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How to support patient's mental health and journey in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser

Read how aesthetic practitioners can prioritise patient mental health.
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Medics' aesthetic training & CPD - Hamilton Fraser

Read how to elevate your aesthetic practice with CPD training.
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ABC 2021 wrap up with Professor David Sines - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to the ABC event wrap-up on the Aesthetics Unlocked podcast.
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Mental health in the cosmetic industry with Kimberley Cairns - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to this ABC discussion from Aesthetics Unlocked.
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The world of aesthetics with Professor Bob Khana - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to the ABC 2021 special on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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The return of ABC 2021 with Shelly Hemmings - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to ABC's speakers and learn why they love being part of ABC.
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Financial wisdom with Della Hudson - Hamilton Fraser

Explore aesthetics and finance on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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 Exploring aesthetics marketing magic with Alex Bugg - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to an exclusive chat on aesthetics marketing and social media.
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Ban on adverts targeting under 18s following injectables ban - Hamilton Fraser

Read more on the ban which became effective in May 2022.
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Regulation of the aesthetics industry: What's next? - Hamilton Fraser

Read JCCP's suggestions on safer advertising & social media practices.
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Treating hair loss: everything you need to know - Hamilton Fraser

Read more on hair loss causes, treatments, and prevention strategies.
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The rise in women's health treatments - Hamilton Fraser

Read more on advanced aesthetic solutions for common issues.
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25 years of HF - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to Hamilton Fraser's 25-year Journey in Cosmetic Insurance.
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Past, present and future of aesthetics with Merz Aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to all about the world of aesthetics on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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Creating a business with Cosmetic Courses - Hamilton Fraser

Listen more about business insights and expert recommendations.
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Aesthetics social media secrets with Dr Ahmed - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to social media strategies and patient selection insights.
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25 Years of Leading the Aesthetics and Cosmetic Industry - Hamilton Fraser

Read Hamilton Fraser's journey of the past 25 years.
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Striving for success with SkinViva Clinic - Hamilton Fraser

Listen more about customer interaction and SkinViva's success story.
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Aesthetics training institute insights with Professor Bob Khanna - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to Aesthetics Unlocked about running a training institute.
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Top tips from aesthetic industry leaders - Hamilton Fraser

Read more on the industry's resilience and adaptation.
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The aesthetics industry in 2020- Hamilton Fraser

Read more on aesthetic trends, challenges, and regulatory changes.
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Aesthetics industry insights with Dr Leah Totton - Hamilton Fraser

Listen from The Apprentice 2013 Winner on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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Inside BCAM with Uliana Gout and Greg White - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to BCAM's industry insights on the Aesthetics Unlocked podcast.
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Understanding the patient journey - Hamilton Fraser

Master the patient journey in aesthetics. Read more!
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Top tips for treating middle aged patients - Hamilton Fraser

Read why middle-aged patients choose cosmetic procedures.
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2023 must-attend aesthetic events - Hamilton Fraser

Explore the top aesthetic events of 2023. Read more!
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Patient red flags with Dr. Rupert Critchley - Hamilton Fraser

Learn about patient selection and red flags in aesthetics.
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All things JCCP - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to JCCP's insights and exciting partnerships.
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Returning to the clinic - Hamilton Fraser

Listen to how to safely return to work in the aesthetics industry.
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The lifecycle of a laser hair removal claim - Hamilton Fraser

Read how to navigate the process of a laser hair removal claim.
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Aesthetic practitioners returning to the NHS - Hamilton Fraser

Read more about their remarkable journeys.
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Working with influencers: What you need to know - Hamilton Fraser

Discover influencer marketing strategies for aesthetic practitioners.
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How practitioners can avoid unauthorised training courses - Hamilton Fraser

Learn to spot misleading aesthetic training courses.
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Why aesthetic practitioners should go paperless - Hamilton Fraser

Explore the benefits of going paperless in aesthetics.
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Social media marketing for aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser

Read more on ethical social media marketing for aesthetics.
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Insurance, complaints and claims handling - Hamilton Fraser

Explore key insights for aesthetic practitioners from ABC Conference.
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Understanding and treating common skin conditions - Hamilton Fraser

Discover skin condition assessment and treatment insights.
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How to create an aesthetics business plan - Hamilton Fraser

Navigate challenges and seize opportunities with expert advice.
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Training in aesthetics: Level 7 qualifications - Hamilton Fraser

Discover the importance of extensive aesthetics training.
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Cosmetic treatments for men: How to boost your male clientele - Hamilton Fraser

Read more for strategies to attract more male clients.
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What is the future of dermal fillers in the cosmetic industry? - Hamilton Fraser

Explore dermal filler risks and upcoming regulations. 
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What to include in a patient's medical history - Hamilton Fraser

Design thorough medical history forms for safe cosmetic consultations.
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Grey market products - Are you covered? - Hamilton Fraser

Learn how to safeguard your practice and patients. Read more.
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Patient consent and consultations - Hamilton Fraser

Get expert tips to enhance your practice. Read more.
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How to handle complaints effectively - Hamilton Fraser

Enhance your practice and patient satisfaction. Read more.
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Understanding Cyber Risks in Aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser

Explore the importance of cyber insurance in today's digital age.
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Complaints and claim handling in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser

Explore key steps to resolve issues and prevent claims. Read more.
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Body dysmorphic disorder: the role of the aesthetic practitioner - Hamilton Fraser

Read how to recognise and manage patients with BDD.
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When is the best time to administer cosmetic procedures? - Hamilton Fraser

Explore the ideal seasons for planning cosmetic procedures.
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How to succeed as a mobile practitioner - Hamilton Fraser

Ensure a successful and secure career. Read the guide.
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Digital marketing for aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser

Optimise your website, master email marketing, and excel on socials.
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How to handle complaints - Hamilton Fraser

 From thorough patient consent to avoiding admission of liability.
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Consenting and consultations - Hamilton Fraser

 Protect your practice with our comprehensive guide on consent.
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Patient selection: How to say no to patients - Hamilton Fraser

Ensure your practice thrives with our expert tips and advice.
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The lifecycle of an aesthetic practitioner - Hamilton Fraser

Get expert advice on training, insurance, marketing, and more.
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What is best practice when it comes to patient consent? - Hamilton Fraser

Follow these top 10 tips for informed decisions. Read more.
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The importance of record-keeping - Hamilton Fraser

Inadequate records can lead to litigation claims. Read more.
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Behind the scenes of a claim: What is the process? - Hamilton Fraser

Learn how to handle potential claims and get expert tips.
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Ultimate guide to patient selection - Hamilton Fraser

Get expert tips on managing expectations and treatment suitability.
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Exploring the pros and cons of transitioning from the NHS to a career in aesthetics
Read the benefits and challenges for NHS staff moving to aesthetics.
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Safeguarding women undergoing intimate health procedures in aesthetic clinics
Emphasising the importance of safeguarding in aesthetic treatments.
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Hamilton Fraser annual survey reveals insights into aesthetic industry trends 
Read more on insights into the aesthetics industry.
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Menopause-related aesthetic treatments and insurance.
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Emerging aesthetic trends and technologies in 2024
Explore cutting-edge aesthetic trends and technologies shaping 2024.
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Hamilton Fraser’s 2023 wrap up from Founder and CEO, Eddie Hooker 
Award wins, strong partnerships, and innovative growth.
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Treating menopausal patients: menopause, mood and the mirror
Exploring the less discussed side effects of menopause
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ABC 2023 podcast special: top tips from the experts
Listen and watch the ABC 2023 interview highlights here. 
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ADHD in aesthetics: guidance for practitioners treating patients with ADHD
Consider ways to increase your awareness of ADHD in aesthetics.
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Psychology and licensing of non-surgical cosmetic procedures 
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Mental health: Safeguarding & fitness to practice - Hamilton Fraser
Read how to prioritise mental health in aesthetics with safeguarding.
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Aesthetics insurance 2021 claims trends and what to expect for 2022 - Hamilton Fraser
Read about the rise in aesthetic claims and tips to protect you.
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Data protection in aesthetics: Secure business assets - Hamilton Fraser
Learn about safeguarding patient information and best practices.
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Treating patients in the era of reality TV - Hamilton Fraser
Reality TV drives demand for cosmetic surgery among young people.
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How to get the most out of your medical aesthetic equipment - Hamilton Fraser
Read our tips for safety, longevity and efficacy. 
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Embracing veganism and sustainability in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser
Read veganism's role in sustainable aesthetics and industry's future.
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Managing patient expectations - Hamilton Fraser
Read how to master managing patient expectations.
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7 reasons why you need cosmetic insurance - Hamilton Fraser
Read why insurance is crucial for aesthetic practitioners.
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Read the tax implications & tips for self-employed practitioners.
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Ban on adverts targeting under 18s following injectables ban - Hamilton Fraser
Read more on the ban which became effective in May 2022.
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Regulation of the aesthetics industry: What's next? - Hamilton Fraser
Read JCCP's suggestions on safer advertising & social media practices.
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Treating hair loss: everything you need to know - Hamilton Fraser
Read more on hair loss causes, treatments, and prevention strategies.
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The rise in women's health treatments - Hamilton Fraser
Read more on advanced aesthetic solutions for common issues.
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Read Hamilton Fraser's journey of the past 25 years.
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Read more on the industry's resilience and adaptation.
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The aesthetics industry in 2020- Hamilton Fraser
Read more on aesthetic trends, challenges, and regulatory changes.
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Understanding the patient journey - Hamilton Fraser
Master the patient journey in aesthetics. Read more!
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Read why middle-aged patients choose cosmetic procedures.
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Explore the top aesthetic events of 2023. Read more!
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Learn about patient selection and red flags in aesthetics.
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Read more about their remarkable journeys.
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Discover influencer marketing strategies for aesthetic practitioners.
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How practitioners can avoid unauthorised training courses - Hamilton Fraser
Learn to spot misleading aesthetic training courses.
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Why aesthetic practitioners should go paperless - Hamilton Fraser
Explore the benefits of going paperless in aesthetics.
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Social media marketing for aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser
Read more on ethical social media marketing for aesthetics.
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Insurance, complaints and claims handling - Hamilton Fraser
Explore key insights for aesthetic practitioners from ABC Conference.
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Understanding and treating common skin conditions - Hamilton Fraser
Discover skin condition assessment and treatment insights.
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Discover the importance of extensive aesthetics training.
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Read more for strategies to attract more male clients.
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Explore dermal filler risks and upcoming regulations. 
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Design thorough medical history forms for safe cosmetic consultations.
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Learn how to safeguard your practice and patients. Read more.
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Get expert tips to enhance your practice. Read more.
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Enhance your practice and patient satisfaction. Read more.
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Explore the importance of cyber insurance in today's digital age.
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Read how to recognise and manage patients with BDD.
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Explore the ideal seasons for planning cosmetic procedures.
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 Protect your practice with our comprehensive guide on consent.
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Is there a place for cosmetic surgery on the NHS? - Hamilton Fraser
Discover cases where it might be justified. 
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Explore 2022's top cosmetic dentistry trends. Read more here.
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Develop a distinct brand, segment lapsed clients, build relationships.
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Learn about the gender gap in cosmetic surgery.
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Dr Singh led the session on ‘the 8 As of the patient journey’ 
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We caught up with Dr Manav Bawa at this year's ABC 2023
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We caught up with Professor David Sines behind the scenes at ABC 2023.
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A wrap up of our Aesthetics Business Conference 2023
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Aesthetics Unlocked podcast – Shannon Kilgariff
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Discover BACN & membership benefits with special guest Gareth Lewis.
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Learn from Natalie Haswell's successful transition.
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 Skin deep with Lorna Bowes - Hamilton Fraser
Explore aesthetic trends with the CEO of AestheticSource.
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Listen to how this management tool can help your healthcare practice.
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Listen to insights on cosmetic dentistry.
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Listen for industry secrets and 2022 plans.
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Value not vanity with Sarah Whitehead - Hamilton Fraser
Exploring benefits of ART & medical micropigmentation in aesthetics.
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ABC 2021 wrap up with Professor David Sines - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to the ABC event wrap-up on the Aesthetics Unlocked podcast.
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Mental health in the cosmetic industry with Kimberley Cairns - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to this ABC discussion from Aesthetics Unlocked.
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The world of aesthetics with Professor Bob Khana - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to the ABC 2021 special on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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Listen to ABC's speakers and learn why they love being part of ABC.
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Explore aesthetics and finance on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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 Exploring aesthetics marketing magic with Alex Bugg - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to an exclusive chat on aesthetics marketing and social media.
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25 years of HF - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to Hamilton Fraser's 25-year Journey in Cosmetic Insurance.
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Past, present and future of aesthetics with Merz Aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser
Listen to all about the world of aesthetics on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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Listen more about business insights and expert recommendations.
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Listen to social media strategies and patient selection insights.
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Striving for success with SkinViva Clinic - Hamilton Fraser
Listen more about customer interaction and SkinViva's success story.
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Listen to Aesthetics Unlocked about running a training institute.
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Listen from The Apprentice 2013 Winner on Aesthetics Unlocked.
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Listen to BCAM's industry insights on the Aesthetics Unlocked podcast.
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Listen to JCCP's insights and exciting partnerships.
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Listen to how to safely return to work in the aesthetics industry.
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Making the transition from the NHS to aesthetic practice
Tips on transitioning to aesthetic practice from the NHS
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Aesthetic Practitioner Licensing: What's changing and how to prepare
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How to become an aesthetic practitioner - Hamilton Fraser
What opportunities does a career in aesthetics offer? 
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Guide to first time tax returns for self employed aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser
Read vital tax advice for new self-employers in the cosmetic industry.
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How to support patient's mental health and journey in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser
Read how aesthetic practitioners can prioritise patient mental health.
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Medics' aesthetic training & CPD - Hamilton Fraser
Read how to elevate your aesthetic practice with CPD training.
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The lifecycle of a laser hair removal claim - Hamilton Fraser
Read how to navigate the process of a laser hair removal claim.
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How to create an aesthetics business plan - Hamilton Fraser
Navigate challenges and seize opportunities with expert advice.
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Complaints and claim handling in aesthetics - Hamilton Fraser
Explore key steps to resolve issues and prevent claims. Read more.
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How to succeed as a mobile practitioner - Hamilton Fraser
Ensure a successful and secure career. Read the guide.
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Digital marketing for aesthetic practitioners - Hamilton Fraser
Optimise your website, master email marketing, and excel on socials.
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How to handle complaints - Hamilton Fraser
 From thorough patient consent to avoiding admission of liability.
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Patient selection: How to say no to patients - Hamilton Fraser
Ensure your practice thrives with our expert tips and advice.
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The lifecycle of an aesthetic practitioner - Hamilton Fraser
Get expert advice on training, insurance, marketing, and more.
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What is best practice when it comes to patient consent? - Hamilton Fraser
Follow these top 10 tips for informed decisions. Read more.
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The importance of record-keeping - Hamilton Fraser
Inadequate records can lead to litigation claims. Read more.
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Behind the scenes of a claim: What is the process? - Hamilton Fraser
Learn how to handle potential claims and get expert tips.
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Ultimate guide to patient selection - Hamilton Fraser
Get expert tips on managing expectations and treatment suitability.
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